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Théâtre Rude Ingénierie, Le Pic Pierre (2017)

Festival International De Musique
Actuelle De Victoriaville

Clacking sounds erupted when circular
projected images were obstructed by shadows.
Parc Linéaire, Victoriaville, Canada
The effect was evocative of a planetarium light
Eight years ago, Montreal based electronic
show. Mounted in a dark room, the combination
musician Érick d’Orion began curating a series of visuals and sonics was repetitive and spacy.
of sound art installations at the longrunning
The Gambletron collective created a circular
Festival International De Musique Actuelle De ring of radios and speakers, set on posts,
Victoriaville in rural Quebec. The performers
broadcasting interviews about improvisational
presented at the festival proper follow the
thinking that were recorded and updated
French concept of musique actuelle, which
throughout the festival. The signal emerged
encompasses outside jazz, free rock and avant from a low power transmitter at the ring’s
garde electronics. The sound installations are centre, and was also heard on nearby FM
of a piece, and are displayed in Victoriaville’s
radios. Théâtre Rude Ingénierie offered Le
downtown park. One gets the impression the
Pic Pierre, an amazing Rube Goldberg-like
locals are digging the annual appearance of
contraption. It featured a hammer that hit a
the weird contraptions. The theme this year
pick that struck a spinning granite disc, the
was automata, and the pieces ranged from
surface of which was being scanned by a lighthumorously clunking contraptions to sleek,
based audio pick-up that amplified the sound,
solar-powered sculptures, all running on what while another mechanical arm came out with a
appeared to be their own steam.
whisk broom to sweep the dust off the spinning
Martine H Crispo’s sci-fi looking piece
disc. A sweetly hilarious work.
Fantaisie Électrique was a digital LED
Sonia Paço-Rocchia had two pieces.
projection system with rotating lenses.
Nouvelle Oeuvre De La Suite Sentier Sonore

consisted of small motors attached to long
metal pipes that either lay on the ground or
hung from the ceiling of a pavilion. The motors
were activated in a repeating sequence
creating small musical events based either
on pipes clanging together or being struck
by virtual electronic woodpeckers. There was
something comedic about the way the pipes
would stir themselves into action, but it was
was musically meditative. Her other piece
Hélix featured various ‘helixophones’, which
were Slinkies attached to various objects
(balloons, metal bowls, etc), hooked up to
contact microphones. The movement of the
helixophones was partially controlled by
monitoring audience movement. The metal
helixophones could be quite loud, but most
of the others were very quiet, creating subtle
sounds that seemed less important than the
visual flow of their motions.
Émilie Mouchous’s Alouette III was a
handsome wooden sculpture on stilts,
standing about eight feet tall, lined with small

solar panels on its top, and also spaced along
its upper edge. Each of the panels was hooked
to a small digital alarm system. Created as a
tribute to the first two Canadian satellites,
this piece was powered by the panels, which
determined the volume and pacing of the
sonic activity within the cabinet. The audience
was invited to cover the panels to alter the
sound, and this was the piece that drew the
most interaction. People pressed their ears to
the box, and fiddled around with the panels,
trying to figure out what it was possible to do.
Félix-Antoine Morin’s Stichomythie consisted
of two large industrial fans mounted on
pivots and set in front of microphones, which
tilted at different angles and hooked up to
effect boxes. The fans were on an automated
sequence allowing them to affect each other’s
wind patterns and vary the strength of their
gusts. The piece moved slowly, but the sounds
were varied. It was easy to sit on the floor near
the fans and really drift with their currents.

Remko Scha: The Machines

setting very much espoused a parody of ‘the
artwork’, a notion that Scha’s wife Josien
Laurier says we have to take seriously: “The
art world is failing. We have to get inside of it
and expose that fact to the world.”
The performance marked the closing of
Scha’s retrospective at Tom Godfrey and
Joshua Lockwood’s TG gallery. Situated in
the annexe of a Victorian primary school,
the gallery offered an intimate display
of key works from Scha’s artistic career.
Taking two years to prepare, the exhibition’s
flagship installation was Plastic Meltdowns
(1962–1992). This series saw Scha placing
various plastic materials, such as toy
soldiers, into an oven. The results often
revealed grotesque geological formations
rich in colour and texture.
Mirroring the alchemy of those plastic
sculptures was Artificial, a computer program
developed by Scha and the Institute of
Artificial Art Amsterdam. Dating back to
1995, the TG gallery version generated

random abstract images, destined never to
repeat. This machine, it seems, learned from
its own hand and attempted to supersede
previous aesthetic choices. Artificial’s
algorithmic practice calls to mind Brian Eno’s
generative apps and echoes Scha’s own early
experiments with randomised systems.
Remko Scha’s principal method, in relation
to his art, had been to set up a system and let
it run. He might have, like Vriezen, stepped in
to tweak The Machines, written an algorithm
or prepared a selection of plastic objects,
but Scha’s role was that of an engineer, not
a composer, painter or sculptor. Music critic
and Wire contributor Byron Coley described
Scha performing an early version of The
Machines, back in 1980s New York, as “a
future neither utopian nor dystopian, but
one in which man and machine continued to
work in parallel”. Now’s the time to begin
subscribing to this future, before it escapes
us completely.

Martin Morissette

Nottingham Contemporary, Nottingham, UK

In the very early days of electricity, scientific
experiments did not stray far from what we
would now understand as performance art.
In 1730, Stephen Gray demonstrated his
discovery of static electricity by suspending
a young boy mid-air and exposing his feet to
a positively charged glass tube. This induced
a positive charge in the boy’s extremities,
enabling him to attract small particles of
brass leaf through the air. Often performed
with only the boy’s head and hands visible,
Gray’s experiment alluded to helplessness,
masochism and martyrdom.
The late Dutch algorithmic artist
and academic Remko Scha explored the
relationship between electricity and
performance in a 2002 paper called “Electric
Body Manipulation As Performance Art: A
Historical Perspective”. Co-written with
Arthur Elsenaar, the article predicted a future
where computer-controlled, electrically

manipulated human bodies would perform
acts of abstract dance and theatre to the
same degree of visceral resonance as any
independent human actor could achieve.
The recent performance of Remko Scha’s
The Machines at Nottingham Contemporary
is an escalator to that future. Instead of
human bodies, the 200-strong audience
were presented with six guitars, which
were suspended over a scaffold frame and
unscrupulously thrashed by ropes attached
to mechanised sabre saws. Humming saw
motors dominated the early stages of the
performance, but the guitars eventually
wrestled the sonic space away from them.
Occasionally, the ropes and guitar strings
would reach a symbiotic rhythm, before
collapsing again into random noise.
In charge of The Machines was Scha’s
former student Samuel Vriezen, who later
admitted that “this is definitely music that
does not need an audience, it could be an
object of scientific inquiry”. In fact, the
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